


Please note that all exhibitors who will be selling knives, 
bows and arrows during the exhibition need to make 
sure that the onsite selling procedure described below 
is strictly followed.

Kindly note that the organizer will have to close the 
stand of exhibitors who do not adhere to the rules.

1. It is strictly prohibited to sell knives, bows and arrows to 
anyone under the legal age.

2. Buyers between the age of 18 – 20 years old must be 
accompanied by a parent/ guardian when purchasing 
knives or bows and arrows.

3. Knives, bows and arrows must be handed to the buyer 
outside the exhibition hall while leaving the exhibition. Our 
security team will assist with the collection.

Procedure for buying/selling knives,

bows and arrows:

Prohibited products include:

Knives & white arms used in unusual civilian purposes

Swords and daggers (excluding heritage)

Fencing, spears, and arrows

Pickaxe & axes used in unusual civilian purposes

Punching accessories made for killing or abusing

Sticks with harpoon or heavily metals made for
Combat purposes

Spear weapons

Machete Combat

Pin or stick or roller chains, which ends with thorns

Chains linked to white arms

Laser, electric sticks, and electric self-defense items

For more information and complete weaponry guideline 
please contact the organizer:

+971 2 6429449 +971 50 2036604

info@adihex.com

Once the buyer purchases his weapon, kindly complete 
the ADIHEX Purchase form, and make sure to indicate the 
collection point he selected.

Ask the buyer from which collection point he wish to collect 
his knife.
 
Inform the buyer that he should exit the exhibition center as 
soon as he collects his knife, and he cannot re-enter the 
exhibition with the purchased knife.

Give to ADNEC security guard the items with the ADIHEX 
Purchase form, to hand over the item at the selected 
collection point to the buyer. 

No knives to be sold after 9.30pm to give time for the 
buyers to collect their purchase knives at collection point 
and leave the venue within the event timings

There are 3 copies for the ADIHEX Purchase form:

Swords and daggers (excluding heritage)

Fencing, spears, and arrows

Pickaxe & axes used in unusual civilian purposes

Car Park A

Car Park B

Car Park B

Hall Entrance B

Grand Stand

The Receipt will be handed over to you by our team during 
the buildup. 

Each invoice has 3 copies with the same reference number 
(1 for the exhibitors, 1 for the buyer, 1 that will be attached to 
the purchased item)

ICC Balcony

(Bridge 1)

(Bridge 2)

Concourse Entrance B

(Atrium)

After Purchase Procedure 

5 collection points are available at the venue:

5 collection points are available at the venue:




